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Abstract

Introduction: Polymer optical fibers (POF) are lightweight, present high elastic strain limits, fracture toughness,
flexibility in bend, and are not influenced by electromagnetic fields. These characteristics enable the application
of POF as curvature sensor and can overcome the limitations of the conventional technologies, especially for
wearable and soft robotics devices. Nevertheless, POF based curvature sensors can suffer from environmental
and light source power deviations. This paper presents a compensation technique for the environmental and light
source power deviations in a POF curvature sensor. Methods: The curvature sensor was submitted to variations
of temperature, humidity and light source power to characterize the sensor response and evaluate the proposed
compensation technique. In addition, tests with the simultaneous variation of the angle and light source power
variation were performed. Results: Results show that temperature and humidity effects do not lead to significative
errors on the sensor measurement for wearable devices application, where a hardware-based compact and portable
compensation technique of the light source deviation is applied. Moreover, the sensor with the compensation
technique developed is compared with a potentiometer for dynamic measurements and the root-mean-square
error of about 1° is obtained, which is lower than sensors based on similar operation principle presented in the
literature and some commercially available devices. Conclusions: The compensation technique proposed was able
to compensate power deviations applied and resulted in a sensor with low errors with the additional advantages of
compactness and low-cost, which enable its application as wearable sensors and on the instrumentation of wearable
robots.
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Introduction
Measurement of gait kinematics is an important tool
to aid on pathologies diagnosis, surgical interventions,
and rehabilitation exercises (Dejnabadi et al., 2005). Joint
angles and positions may also be applied as a feedback
information for neural prostheses control or functional
electrical stimulation (FES) (Tong and Granat, 1999).
Furthermore, the increasing level of competitiveness and
science application in high performance sports enable
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the application of joint angle assessment techniques for
training athletes (Rhea et al., 2016).
Although there are several techniques for gait kinematics
analysis, the video-based technique provides the most
reliable results. This technique, however, is expensive,
time-consuming, and limited to laboratory environment
(El-Gohary and McNames, 2012). For these reasons,
wearable and portable sensors have been proposed.
One of the most popular technologies are the inertial
measurement units (IMUs) that comprise of tri-axial
gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers. Sensor
fusion algorithms provide the sensor interaction and
complementary information (El-Gohary and McNames,
2012). IMUs are employed in many applications, such as
timed-up and go tests (Coulthard et al., 2015), sit-stand
and step-up transfer tests (Bolink et al., 2016), evaluation
of kinematics and the capacity of post-stroke patients to
grasp objects (Braidot et al., 2013). However, it presents
high sensitivity with magnetic field interferences and
need frequent calibration (El-Gohary and McNames,
2012). Other common devices are the potentiometers that
usually need mechanical supports precisely assembled
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to the joint, which are a widely applied technology to
measure angles in active orthosis and exoskeletons
(Moreno et al., 2008; Villa-Parra et al., 2015). However,
it can result in a less compact and more intrusive system
(Wang et al., 2011). Furthermore, their use may also
result in a noisy measurement (Moreno et al., 2008).
These disadvantages may also inhibit the application
of conventional technologies for angle measurement
in wearable devices and in soft robotics applications,
which is a growing field of research that employs flexible
materials or structures as active or semi-active actuators
of robotic devices (Holland et al., 2017). Considering the
flexible structures used in soft robotics, potentiometers
(broadly used in active orthoses) may not be a suitable
solution.
To overcome these limitations, polymer optical
fibers (POF) sensors may be an interesting solution
for curvature sensing. POFs are compact, lightweight,
allow multiplexing systems and are not influenced by
magnetic fields (Bilro et al., 2012). Moreover, the polymer
higher strain limits and fracture toughness enable the
fiber bent in angles with the same order of magnitude
of the human joints range of movement (Peters, 2011).
Different operation principles for POF sensors have been
proposed throughout the years such as light coupling
based sensors (Antunes et al., 2013; Zawawi et al.,
2013), specklegrams (Rodriguez-Cobo et al., 2013),
Fiber Bragg Gratings (Marques et al., 2015) and intensity
variation detection (Bilro et al., 2011). Among them,
intensity variation is one of the most commonly used
principles for joint angle measurement due to its ease of
implementation, good price-quality ratio, and simplicity
in signal processing (Bilro et al., 2012).
The intensity modulation principle for angle
assessment is the variation of the optical power with
the fiber curvature due to radiation losses (Bilro et al.,
2011). The power attenuation can be measured with
photodiodes and is related with the fiber curvature
angle. This operation principle is further discussed and
modelled in Leal-Junior et al. (2017a), Liu et al. (2006),
and is employed in Dunne et al. (2008) for monitoring
the seated spinal posture. Furthermore, Williams et al.
(2010) applies a POF curvature sensor for lumbar spine
angle assessment and the results are compared with the
video-based technique. To increase the sensor sensitivity
with the curvature, Donno et al. (2008) employ paddles
around which the fiber is looped. However, one of the
most common technique to enhance sensor sensitivity
is a lateral section on the curvature region of the POF
sensor by removing part of the fiber core, which creates
a sensitive zone where there is more signal attenuation
due to macrobending (Liu et al., 2006).
Different authors have reported the influence of the
environmental conditions on the POF response Bilro et al.
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(2011), Peters (2011), Vallan et al. (2012), Zawawi et al.
(2013). For this reason, the POF curvature sensor
design commonly takes into account possible deviations
due to temperature, humidity, and light source power
deviations. Since these deviations can provide errors
in measurement, some compensation techniques have
been proposed. Yuan (1998) developed a compensation
technique using a five-fiber structure on the sensing
probe. Although this system can sense two-dimensional
physical parameters and automatically compensate the
light source deviations, the sensor does not present a
compact design, which is desired for wearable sensors
purposes. Vallan et al. (2012) developed a dual-wavelength
compensation technique. This technique employs a red
and a blue light source, which are coupled in a single
fiber. There are a dichroic filter and a mirror at a fixed
distance of the fiber end. The reflected red signal is used
for displacement measurement, whereas the blue signal
is applied for disturbances compensation. Although this
solution provides reliable results, this technique needs
two light sources, filters, and mirrors. These additional
components make the sensor less portable, compact
and can be seen as a complex setup for a portable and
wearable solution. Zawawi et al. (2013) compensated
the light power deviations from the light source with an
aluminum foil placed in a defined distance of the source
fiber tip. The reference signal was collected at the end
of the reference fiber due to reflection of the aluminum
foil surface. The signal is compared with the one of the
source fiber and a compensated response of the output
voltage is achieved. Nevertheless, the reference fiber
signal has low intensity due to reflection losses.
Bilro et al. (2011) and Moraleda et al. (2013)
employed a self-referencing system, which lowers
the source power deviations to acceptable values.
This system comprises of a sensor fiber and a reference
fiber with the same properties as the sensor fiber in a
static position. The sensor response is normalized with
respect to the reference fiber. However, for a curvature
sensor, this technique may not be feasible for portable
and wearable devices, since it is difficult to place a
static fiber to compensate the environmental and light
source deviations on the curvature region. Therefore,
if this technique is employed for angle assessment in
wearable applications, there will be a curvature of both
the sensor and the reference fiber, which leads to an
attenuation of the reference fiber response that provoke
errors on the angle measurement. For this reason,
wearable curvature sensors based on POF generally
not employ a compensation for the environmental and
light source deviations as presented in (Donno et al.,
2008; Stupar et al., 2012), which are sources of errors
on these sensors applications.
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This paper aims to describe the development of
a POF based curvature sensor with compensation of
the environmental and light source power deviations
for wearable devices, such as robotic exoskeletons,
advanced orthotic devices, wearable sensors and soft
robots. The developed sensor is based on a lateral section
to enhance sensitivity and is designed to dynamically
measure angles from 0° up to 90°, which are within
the range of gait analysis applications (Kirtley, 2006).
To obtain a feasible compensation technique, it is necessary
to evaluate the effects of the light source, temperature,
and humidity deviations on the POF sensor response.

Methods
Experimental setup
The design of the sensor comprises of controlling
the lateral section parameters, namely lateral section
length, depth and surface roughness. The lateral
section is made through abrasive removal of material.
A sandpaper with controlled grit size is attached to
a rotating tool, which is positioned on supports with
controlled dimensions to create a sensitive zone with
controlled length and depth. The controlled grit size of
the sandpaper provides the desired surface roughness of
the sample. The lateral section parameters of the sensor
employed on these analyses are 15.05 mm of section
length and its depth is 0.66 mm, which provides high
sensitivity for the sensor according to the analytical model
presented in (Leal-Junior et al., 2017a). Furthermore,
the lateral section was made through abrasive material
removal by a sandpaper with 400-grit size. The sensor
performance is evaluated with dynamic tests on the test
bench presented in Figure 1. The test prototype has a
servomotor to bend the fiber dynamically on controlled
positions and velocities. The laser and the light coupler
are positioned on the fixed part. The photodiode with
a transimpedance amplifier is placed on the movable
part. Another board with a photodiode and a second

Figure 1. Test prototype for POF curvature sensor.
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transimpedance amplifier is placed on the fixed part of
the test bench. By doing so, a compact design is achieved
for the sensor compensation for power fluctuations.
The axial displacement mechanism emulates the light
source power deviations during the flexion/extension
tests. A potentiometer is employed to measure the angular
displacement of the movable part and its response is
compared with the POF sensor response.
The velocity employed on the sensor tests is 37.20 °/s
and the test range is 0 to 90° for flexion and extension.
The angle range of the test as well as the angular velocity
are within the range of human motion (Kirtley, 2006),
where three consecutive cycles were made.
The light source is provided by a 3 mW red laser,
the signal is divided to the reference fiber and the
sensor through a 50:50 light coupler (LC). A photodiode
(PD) IF‑D91 (Industrial Fiber Optics, USA) with a
transimpedance amplifier is employed to measure
the sensor and the reference responses. The optical
fiber employed is a multimode HFBR-EUS100Z POF
(Broadcom Limited, Singapore) with step refractive
index distribution. The POF employed has a polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) core with diameter of 0.98 mm
and the cladding is made of a fluorinated polymer with
1 mm of diameter, which has a refractive index lower
than the core material. The fiber also has a polyethylene
coating, which results in a fiber total diameter of 2.2 mm.
The reference works that report the temperature
influence on the sensor response employ temperature
variation of about 50°C for the curvature analysis
Bilro et al. (2011), Peters (2011). Since the POF power
variation on the temperature range tested is not too large,
temperatures within the comfort zone range for wearable
applications (Moreno et al., 2008) will not lead to high
errors on the sensor response. The comfort zone for
wearable applications, as defined in (Moreno et al., 2008),
is within the interval between 25 °C and 45 °C, which
is the range applied on the temperature tests. A sample
with the sensitive zone parameters aforementioned is
positioned inside a heater without curvatures on the
sensor fiber. To eliminate movement of the POF sensor
during the heating process, the fiber is attached on a
plane surface. The heating temperature is controlled and
monitored with a calibrated thermocouple temperature
sensor positioned close to the POF curvature sensor.
A fiber with the same properties is positioned outside
the heater to provide the reference signal.
For the humidity variation tests, the same sample
employed on the temperature tests is positioned inside a
transparent box. This box is sealed and the output of an
air humidifier is inserted in the box. A reference fiber,
with the same characteristics, is positioned outside the
box. The humidity inside the box is measured through
the DHT-11 (D-Robotics, United Kingdom) humidity and
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temperature sensor. The test comprises of increase the
humidity inside the box and monitoring if it will result
on deviations of the POF sensor response. The response
is compared with the one of the fiber outside the box
to isolate the effects of light source power deviations.
The range of this test is 48% to 94% due to environmental
and operational restrictions, respectively. Since wearable
devices such as wearable sensors and exoskeletons can
lead to variations of the environmental conditions in the
interface between the device and skin (Moreno et al.,
2008), the entire test range is of interest for the proposed
application.
To obtain a condition of light source power deviation,
controlled axial displacements are made between the
light coupler and the laser with the POF sensor on a
static position. The variation of the sensor response is
acquired by the photodiode. The axial displacements are
controlled by a micrometer attached on a mechanism
with translation stage controlled by the micrometer
position as presented in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the experiments
for the assessment of the influence of light source power
and environmental variations on POF power variation.
The reference fiber is not under significant environmental
(humidity and temperature) variations, whereas the
sensor fiber is under temperature, humidity variations.
Furthermore, the axial displacement is provoked on the
sensor fiber to create an attenuation that emulates the
condition of light source power deviation. Each of the
environmental tests have a 1-hour duration in to have
system stabilization on a time range that are within
wearable applications.

Compensation technique analysis
The light coupler applied on the compensation
technique employs the macrobend coupling principle
between two fibers. Similar principle is applied on some
POF sensor applications (Zhang et al., 2015). It comprises
of a twisted-pair of POF with fixed length. The pair of
POFs applied has the same dimensions and properties
of the sensor fiber, which are PMMA fiber core with
diameter of 0.98 mm. The cladding region is made of
a fluorinated polymer. Furthermore, the fiber has a step
index profile with refractive index of 1.49.
The operation principle of the light coupler employed
on the compensation technique is shown in Figure 3.
The fibers are twisted and the core of the fibers are very
close to each other. The fiber in which the light enters
is referred from now on as the active fiber, whereas the
fiber in which the light is coupled is the passive fiber.
The laser source provides the light for the active fiber,
which suffers the macrobending radiation losses due to its
low curvature radius. This also results in the polarization
of the evanescent wave and the proximity between the

Figure 2. Block diagram for the tests with environmental and light
source power variations. PD refers to the photodiode, whereas LC is
the light coupler.

Figure 3. Principle of operation of the compensation technique. The light
enters on the active fiber and is coupled with the passive fiber on the
twisted region.

cores of the active and passive fibers enable the light
energy transference from the active to the passive fiber.
Some commercial light couplers employ the same
operation principle. Nevertheless, it has a strict control of the
coupling length and optical power source wavelength due
to the necessity of obtain an exact split ratio. The coupling
region of the light coupler employed has a length of
75 mm, whereas the wavelength employed is 650 nm.
Considering the Port A as the input port and ports
B and C as the output ports. Where port B is the
sensor output and Port C is the reference output, the
compensation technique proposed is obtained by a
simple normalization of Port B with respect to Port C,
as presented in Equation 1. Where ( P P0 ) B is the
normalized power of Port B, ( P P0 )C is the normalized
POF power of Port C and ( P P0 )comp is the compensated
response. Therefore, the POF power measured in Port
B refers to the power attenuation due to angle variation
and external conditions e.g. temperature, humidity and
light source power variations. Port C, on the other hand,
is not submitted to curvatures, which means that its
power variation is only due to the variation of external
conditions. For this reason, the subtraction between the
normalized POF powers measured in Port B and C results
in a compensated response, where the power variation
is due to the angle without the effects of temperature,
humidity and light source deviations.
P
P P
 =

  − 
 P0 comp  P0  B  P0 C

(1)

Characterization of the light coupler employed on
the compensation technique is performed by measuring
the optical power of the light source and measuring the
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power of each of the ports of the light coupler presented
in Figure 3. The power measurements are made with the
photodiodes with the transimpedance amplifier presented
in Figure 1 without any curvature and axial displacement
on the fiber. To validate the compensation technique,
different axial displacements are applied on the light
coupler through the experimental setup presented in
Figure 1. The normalization between the light coupler
ports is made and the sensor signal variation is acquired
and analyzed to evaluate the technique feasibility. After
that, flexion/extension cycles are made to evaluate the
POF curvature sensor performance with the proposed
compensation technique for light source power deviations.

Results
Temperature

Figure 4. Normalized POF response as a function of temperature
variation. Blue curve represents the POF inside the heater, whereas the
red curve is the sensor outside the heater (reference).

Figure 4 presents the results of the temperature
test. The sensor response is shown with respect to its
power attenuation. The variations of the reference fiber
response may be due to the temperature variation outside
the heater. However, the variation of the reference fiber
response is lower than 0.002 and is related to the decrease
of less than 2°C of the ambient temperature during the
1-hour test of temperature variation inside the heater.

Humidity
On the humidity tests performed, the output signal does
not vary significantly with the increase of the humidity.
To verify the test repeatability, three tests were made and
the same behavior was observed. The fiber responses
inside and outside the box are presented in Figure 5.

Light source power deviation
To simulate different light power source deviations
and its influence on the sensor response, the experiment
setup presented in Figure 1 is applied without submit
the sensor to curvatures, since the goal of this test is to
evaluate the influence of the light source deviation on
the sensor response.
Figure 6 presents the sensor response for axial
displacements of 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm and 10 mm.
To obtain a better visualization of the response, it is
shown the time of the experiment and the POF sensor
signal attenuation at each displacement tested. The errors
of the sensor at each displacement are also presented

Figure 5. Normalized POF response as a function of humidity variation.
Blue curve represents the POF inside the box, whereas the red curve is
the sensor outside the box (reference).

Compensation technique
A simple procedure is applied to characterize the light
coupler ports. The laser optical power is measured with
the photodiode. Thereafter, the photodiode is positioned
on the output ports (Port B and Port C). The results of
the coupling effect between the fibers and ports positions
are presented in Figure 7a.

Figure 6. Normalized POF response as a function of light source power
variation. The variation of the light source is obtained by applying different
axial displacements between the laser and the fiber.
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Figure 7. (a) Light coupler characterization. The light enters on the input port of the active fiber and 20% of the light power is coupled to the passive
fiber (Port C). The remaining light (80%) exits on the other end of the active fiber. (b) POF response with the light source power variation with and
without the compensation technique on flexion/extension cycles.

After the light coupler characterization, the compensation
technique is validated on flexion and extension cycles
with the sensor. To prove the feasibility of the sensor
and the compensation technique, 3 different axial
displacements are applied to create a power variation.
Figure 7b shows the POF sensor response for dynamic
tests with constant angular velocity on the test prototype
presented in Figure 1 with and without the application
of the compensation technique proposed.
Additional experiments were performed in conditions
closer to the real application of the curvature sensor on
wearable devices for knee angle assessment and are
presented in Figure 8. The conditions for the last set
of experiments are flexion/extension cycles without
the positioner for axial displacements presented in
Figure 1. Furthermore, the movements are made on a
single plane, which is similar to the knee movement
that occurs mainly on the sagittal plane (Kirtley, 2006).

Discussion
For the temperature tests (see Figure 4), the range
defined for wearable devices application is between
25°C and 45°C, which is within the interval of thermal
comfort presented in (Moreno et al., 2008). Since the
sensitivity of the sensor with respect to the angle is
higher than 0.05 deg-1, which is the one obtained for the
same sensor in Leal-Junior et al. (2018), the variation
obtained on the range of interest represent an equivalent
angular error lower than 0.5°. Therefore, for the range
of interest, the temperature effect on the POF curvature
sensor response does not lead to significant errors on
the sensor angle measurement.

Figure 8. POF sensor response with the compensation technique and
potentiometer response to dynamic bending tests.

The POF response with respect to the relative
humidity variation is also shown with respect to the fiber
attenuation. Since the two fibers present approximately
the same length and sensitive zone parameters, both
signals present similar amplitudes. The (normalized)
difference between the maximum and minimum response
of the sensor inside the box is about 0.011, which would
lead to an angular error of about 0.2°. Therefore, the
humidity variation also not lead to significant errors on
the POF based curvature sensor.
Experimental results demonstrated that, for this specific
POF sensor, the variation of temperature and humidity
within the ranges of wearable devices applications do not
lead to significant sensor response deviations. Therefore,
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in this case, a compensation technique or setup for
temperature and humidity variations is not necessary.
However, results show that a light source power
variation leads to higher errors on the POF sensor response
and a compensation of this effect is required. A common
compensation technique is based on a reference fiber that
remains on a static position during the measurement.
For this purpose, Bilro et al. (2011) and Moraleda et al.
(2013) proposed the use of a reference fiber in the same
direction of the POF sensor. Such solution may not be
suitable for wearable applications, since this reference
fiber may move or bend with the POF sensor, presenting
signal attenuations that could result in measurement errors.
Alternatively, mechanical isolation on the reference fiber
could be provided by additional mechanisms, which
harms the device compactness and desirable simplicity.
To overcome this limitation, a different light coupler was
proposed in this work, which presents a configuration
that the reference signal is not on the curvature region
of the POF sensor.
After the light coupler characterization, flexion and
extension cycles were made on the sensor with the test
prototype presented in Figure 1. The flexion and extension
cycles are made under the condition of induced light
power variation by increasing the axial displacement
between the light source and the fiber coupler. To illustrate
the effects of the proposed compensation technique,
results are shown with (solid line in Figure 7b) and
without (dashed line in Figure 7b) the application of the
compensation technique. It is possible to observe that
the presented setup is suitable even for power variations
such as the one presented in Figures 6 and 7b, which are
much higher than the fluctuations found on conventional
optical sources. Therefore, the proposed technique is
suitable for compensating not only minor variations
due to light source deviations, but also errors that may
arise from major misalignments between the light source
and the POF sensor, since Figure 7(b) shows that the
proposed technique is able to compensate misalignments
as high as 10 mm. This is a compensated range higher
than the one presented in (Zawawi et al., 2013) and
equal to the one presented in (Vallan et al., 2012) with
the additional advantage of employing only one light
source that results in a simpler design of the sensor
and lower cost. This is especially desirable in wearable
applications, where such misalignments may occur due
to the dynamic nature of the human motion. In this
manner, there are also gains regarding the robustness
of the sensor to external mechanical perturbations and
the simplicity of implementation, avoiding unnecessary
recalibrations.
Experiments, presented in Figure 8, revealed a root
mean squared error (RMSE) of approximately 1° when
comparing the developed POF sensor with the reference

(precision) potentiometer. This value is lower than the
errors obtained with IMUs (Vargas-Valencia et al.,
2016) with the additional advantages of low cost,
easiness of implementation and greater simplicity on
signal processing. Comparing with other POF-based
curvature sensors based on the same operation principle,
the sensor with the developed compensation technique
present smaller errors than the ones found in Bilro et al.
(2011), Donno et al. (2008) and Stupar et al. (2012),
which are 2°, 1.36° and 2.5°, respectively. The lower
errors of the sensor proposed in this work are due to
the compensation technique applied. In addition, the
errors are similar to or lower than the ones obtained in
Leal-Junior et al. (2018) and Leal-Junior et al. (2017b).
Comparing with commercially available devices, the
proposed POF curvature sensor presents errors lower than
electrogoniometers (Piriyaprasarth and Morris, 2007)
and IMUs (Vargas-Valencia et al., 2016). The authors
emphasize that such errors can be further reduced with
the analysis and compensation of the polymer viscoelastic
response, which will be explored on future works by
means of an analysis of the POF material properties and
characterization of the viscoelastic response that leads
to errors on the POF curvature sensor measurements
(Leal-Junior et al., 2017a), where such reduction of
the errors can provide a more reliable sensor for human
movement analysis and wearable robots applications.
Nevertheless, the proposed sensor is a low-cost and
portable solution with errors close to or lower than the
ones of the conventional technologies for wearable
applications such as IMUs and electrogoniometers.
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